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Why We Did
This Audit
The TSA Office of
Inspection Accountability
Act of 2015 required the
DHS Office of Inspector
General (OIG) to conduct
this audit. We
determined whether the
data and methods that
the Transportation
Security
Administration’s (TSA)
Office of Inspection (OOI)
uses to classify its
criminal investigators as
law enforcement officers
are adequate and valid.

What We
Recommend
We made four
recommendations that,
when implemented,
should help TSA improve
data used to classify its
OOI criminal
investigators as law
enforcement officers.
For Further Information:
Contact our Office of Public Affairs at
(202) 981-6000, or email us at
DHS-OIG.OfficePublicAffairs@oig.dhs.gov

What We Found
TSA’s methods for classifying its OOI criminal investigators as
law enforcement officers were adequate and valid, but the data
TSA used were not adequate or valid. Applicable laws and
regulations require TSA’s criminal investigators spend at least 50
percent of their time performing criminal investigative duties to
be classified as law enforcement officers. Section 4 of the TSA
Office of Inspection Accountability Act of 2015 required DHS OIG
to analyze TSA’s data and methods to identify OOI employees
who meet law enforcement officer requirements of title 5 of the
United States Code (USC), and provide the relevant findings to
TSA, including whether the data and methods are adequate and
valid.
The FY 2017 timesheet data TSA used to validate that its
criminal investigators met the 50 percent requirement were not
adequate and valid as the data were not always timely submitted
and approved. For example, 48 of the 64 (75 percent) criminal
investigators we reviewed inconsistently tracked investigative
activities in timekeeping systems. This occurred because OOI
officials lacked oversight and accountability for the timesheet
submission, review, and approval processes.
Further, criminal investigators and their supervisors did not
always complete and approve certification forms as required to
verify eligibility for premium pay. In some instances, incorrect
timesheet calculations inflated the annual average of
unscheduled duty hours criminal investigators worked to be
eligible for premium pay. OOI management did not develop and
implement guidance to review these key calculations annually.
Without better oversight and valid timesheet data, TSA cannot
ensure it is accurately classifying criminal investigators as law
enforcement officers. TSA also may be wasting agency funds on
criminal investigators ineligible to receive premium pay.

TSA Response
TSA concurred with all of our recommendations and is taking
steps or has implemented actions to address them.
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OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
Department of Homeland Security
Washington, DC 20528 / www.oig.dhs.gov

July 26, 2019
MEMORANDUM FOR:

John Busch
Director of Investigations
Transportation Security Administration

FROM:

Sondra F. McCauley
Assistant Inspector General for Audits

SUBJECT:

TSA’s Data and Methods for Classifying Its Criminal
Investigators as Law Enforcement Officers Need
Improvement

Attached for your action is our final report, Transportation Security
Administration’s Data and Methods for Classifying Its Criminal Investigators as
Law Enforcement Officers Need Improvement. We incorporated the formal
comments provided by your office.
The report contains four recommendations aimed at improving TSA’s data used
to classify criminal investigators as law enforcement officers. Your office
concurred with all four recommendations. Based on information provided in
your response to the draft report, we consider recommendations 1, 3, and 4
closed while recommendation 2, is resolved and open. Once your office has
fully implemented the recommendations, please submit a formal closeout letter
to us within 30 days so that we may close the recommendations. The
memorandum should be accompanied by evidence of completion of agreedupon corrective actions and of the disposition of any monetary amounts. Please
send your response or closure request to OIGAuditsFollowup@oig.dhs.gov.
Consistent with our responsibility under the Inspector General Act, we will
provide copies of our report to congressional committees with oversight and
appropriation responsibility over the Department of Homeland Security. We will
post the report on our website for public dissemination.
Please call me with any questions, or your staff may contact Don Bumgardner,
Deputy Assistant Inspector General for Audits, at (202) 981-6000.
Attachment
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Background
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) protects the Nation’s
transportation systems, including aviation, mass transit and passenger rail,
freight rail, highway and motor carrier, and pipeline. Within TSA, the Office of
Inspection (OOI)1 ensures the integrity, efficiency, and effectiveness of TSA’s
workforce, operations, and programs through audits, covert testing,
inspections, and criminal investigations.
Operating with an approximately $39 million budget in fiscal year 2017, OOI
consisted of a Business Management Office (BMO) and three divisions,
including the Investigations Division. Figure 1 illustrates OOI’s organizational
structure. The BMO provides functions such as maintaining databases, human
resources, travel, procurement, and purchase cards. The Investigations
Division operated during FY 2017 with a budget of approximately $25 million
and about 75 criminal investigators.
Figure 1: OOI Organization Structure as of August 2017
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Source: TSA OOI organization chart

For purposes of our audit, applicable statutes define a law enforcement officer
as an employee, the duties of whose position are primarily the investigation,
apprehension, or detention of individuals suspected or convicted of offenses
1 At the time of our audit work, the Investigations Division was organized under OOI as
reflected in Figure 1 and discussed throughout this report. TSA has since made organizational
changes to OOI. Investigations Division was removed from OOI and renamed Investigations as
a distinct entity reporting directly to the Deputy Administrator. The Deputy Administrator
approved and signed the realignment actions in December 2018.

www.oig.dhs.gov
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against the criminal laws of the United States, including an employee engaged
in this activity who is transferred to a supervisory or administrative position,2
and employees whose job responsibilities are — primarily— to investigate,
apprehend, or detain individuals suspected or convicted of offenses against the
criminal laws of the United States, or to protect officials of the United States
against threats to personal safety. The duties of such employees are sufficiently
rigorous that employment opportunities should be limited to young and
physically vigorous individuals, as determined by the Director of the Office of
Personnel Management considering the recommendations of the employing
agency.3 Further, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) defines primary duties as
those duties of a position that are paramount in influence or weight; that is,
constitute the basic reasons for the existence of the position; occupy a
substantial portion of the individual's working time over a typical work cycle;
and are assigned on a regular and recurring basis. Duties of an emergency,
incidental, or temporary nature cannot be considered “primary” even if they
meet the substantial portion of time criterion. In general, if an employee spends
an average of at least 50 percent of his or her time performing a duty or group
of duties, they are his or her primary duties.4
In September 2013, we reported5 that OOI did not ensure that its criminal
investigators met the workload requirement for law enforcement officers, which
made them eligible for Law Enforcement Availability Pay (LEAP)6 and entitled
them to early retirement. Specifically, we found that in 2013, OOI could not
ensure that its criminal investigators spent the required amount of time
investigating, apprehending, or detaining individuals suspected or convicted of
violating criminal offenses. We reported that some of OOI’s criminal
investigators were possibly misclassified to the 1811 criminal investigator
series and wrongly receiving LEAP. In response to our 2013 report, Congress
passed the TSA Office of Inspection Accountability Act of 2015 (the Act). The Act
requires the DHS Office of Inspector General (OIG) to conduct this audit to
determine whether the data and methods TSA uses to classify its OOI criminal
investigators as law enforcement officers are adequate and valid.

5 United States Code (USC) § 8331(20); see also 5 USC § 5545a(a)(2) (referencing 5 USC §
8331(20)).
3 5 USC § 8401(17); see also 5 USC § 5545a (a)(2) (referencing 5 USC § 8401(17)).
4 See 5 CFR § 831.902; see also 5 CFR § 842.802.
5 Transportation Security Administration Office of Inspection’s Efforts To Enhance Transportation
Security, OIG-13-123, September 2013.
6 LEAP is an additional 25 percent of a Criminal Investigator’s or Federal Air Marshal’s rate of
basic pay (including any locality payments), subject to the bi-weekly earnings limitation on pay.
LEAP compensates an eligible employee for unscheduled duty in excess of the basic 40-hour
workweek and ensures his or her availability to perform unscheduled duty that meets the
agency’s needs.
2
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Results of Audit
Although TSA’s methods for classifying its OOI criminal investigators as law
enforcement officers were adequate and valid, the 2017 data TSA used as part
of these methods were not adequate or valid. TSA’s criminal investigators are
required to spend, on average, at least 50 percent of their time performing
criminal investigative duties to meet applicable statutory and regulatory
definitions of law enforcement officers.7 However, the timesheet data TSA used
to validate that its criminal investigators met this requirement were not
adequate and valid as the data were not always timely submitted and
approved. For example, 48 of the 64 (75 percent) criminal investigators we
reviewed inconsistently tracked their investigative activities in timekeeping
systems. This occurred because OOI officials lacked oversight and
accountability for the timesheet submission, review, and approval processes.
Although not part of our audit objective, we also determined that TSA officials
failed to enforce a management directive requiring criminal investigators and
their supervisors to complete and approve the certification forms needed to
verify that criminal investigators could receive premium pay in addition to their
basic pay. In some instances, incorrect timesheet calculations inflated the
annual average of unscheduled duty hours that criminal investigators needed
to be eligible for this premium pay. This occurred because OOI management
did not develop and implement guidance to review key calculations annually.
Without better oversight and adequate and valid timesheet data, TSA cannot
ensure it is accurately classifying criminal investigators as law enforcement
officers. TSA also may be wasting agency funds on criminal investigators not
eligible to receive premium pay.
TSA Methods for Classifying Criminal Investigators as Law Enforcement
Officers Were Adequate and Valid
TSA’s methods for classifying its criminal investigators as law enforcement
officers were adequate and valid. TSA classifies a law enforcement officer as an
employee authorized by the Assistant Secretary or designee, to carry a firearm
and occupy a position as a Criminal Investigator, Federal Air Marshal, or
Transportation Security Specialist. Criminal investigators are individuals
involved in planning and conducting complex and often long-term criminal
investigations related to alleged or suspected violations of Federal law.

7

See 5 USC §§ 5545a, 8331(20), 8401(17); 5 CFR §§ 831.902, 842.802.
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In FY 2016, TSA collaborated with the U.S. Office of Personnel Management
(OPM) to perform a workload analysis and position classification review of
employees in the criminal investigation job series within OOI. OPM reviewed
each criminal investigator’s duties and determined that 83 of 84 were properly
classified as criminal investigators. TSA reclassified one investigator and
provided evidence accordingly. OPM also analyzed OOI’s organization and
workload and determined OOI had:





insufficient resources to meet its mission needs;
systems that did not work together to reduce administrative burdens;
time tracking data integrity issues; and
insufficient resources to support compliance and integrity operations.

In addition to reviewing this OPM study, we tested a judgmental sample of 30
out of 786 investigative case files and determined that OOI criminal
investigators performed duties consistent with those of a law enforcement
officer. These 786 investigative case files comprise the case numbers with time
charged to them by OOI criminal investigators during FY 2017.
Further, we determined OOI criminal investigators performed duties consistent
with those of a law enforcement officer, thus fulfilling OOI’s mission related to
criminal investigations. According to statutes, regulation, and TSA policy,8
criminal investigators are law enforcement officers. OOI’s criminal investigators
work within TSA’s Investigations Division to ensure the integrity of TSA’s
workforce by:






investigating allegations of criminal and administrative misconduct by
TSA employees, entities, and persons contracted by TSA;
identifying and investigating potential program fraud by TSA employees;
providing forensic computer analysis capability;
providing criminal and counterintelligence polygraph services; and
operating TSA’s “hotline” for reports of criminal and administrative
misconduct.9 (See appendix C for details of the hotline intake process.)

TSA Management Directive No. 1100.88-1, Law Enforcement Position Standards and Hiring
Requirements, § 4.A., May 2007; 5 USC §§ 5545a(a)(2) and 8331 (20); and 5 CFR § 831.902.
9 For specific complaints and allegations, OOI must forward the cases to DHS OIG
Investigations for first right of refusal.
8
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TSA Data to Support the Criminal Investigator Classification Process Were
Not Adequate and Valid
The data TSA used to substantiate that criminal investigators met Federal
workload requirements were not adequate and valid. TSA relies solely upon
timesheet data to validate that criminal investigators spend at least 50 percent
of their time conducting investigative work. Our examination questions the
accuracy of the information recorded on timesheets of at least 48 of 64 (75
percent) of TSA’s investigators. We found that timesheets contained time
erroneously charged to closed cases, inconsistencies between charges in
multiple time tracking systems, and a failure of investigators and their
supervisors to submit and approve timesheets to demonstrate that the criminal
investigators were performing law enforcement work as required and eligible to
receive LEAP.
To support that criminal investigators are meeting the requirements for
workload activities and time performing those activities, it is critical that the
employees report the information accurately and in a timely manner. However,
for our sample of 64 criminal investigators, we identified instances when time
reports were not accurately reported and approved as required. Table 1
summarizes OOI timesheet data deficiencies identified for 64 criminal
investigators in FY 2017.
Table 1: Deficiencies Identified for 64 Criminal Investigators in FY 2017
OOI Timesheet Data
Test Performed*
Number of
Percentage
Investigators
of Errors
(rounded
to nearest
with Errors
percent)
53
39
48

Timeliness of Timesheet Submission
Timeliness of Timesheet Approval
WebTA and RAM Hours Comparison

83%
61%
75%

Source: DHS OIG analysis of WebTA and Resource Allocation Module (RAM) data
*No data for closed cases is included in this table because the audit team tested 100 percent of
closed case hours and did not separately analyze the sample of 64 investigators with respect to
closed case hours.

We identified 320 timesheets submitted by 53 criminal investigators after the
required due dates. We also noted supervisors failed to approve 245 timesheets
for 39 criminal investigators within the required bi-weekly timeframe. In one
case the timesheet review and approval was 244 days late, which raises
concerns about the supervisor’s ability to validate the time submission
accurately. Additionally, 48 criminal investigators inconsistently tracked leave
hours in 2 separate timekeeping systems. We also identified 9 out of 294 closed
cases for which 19 investigators erroneously recorded hours. These errors
www.oig.dhs.gov
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occurred due to inadequate controls such as lack of oversight by TSA OOI
officials and lack of accountability for the timesheet submission, review, and
approval processes.
Timesheet Data Submission, Review, and Approval Processes
Federal law requires that TSA OOI criminal investigators engage in investigative
work a minimum of 50 percent of their time to maintain the criminal
investigator position classification. To validate that criminal investigators meet
this investigative workload requirement, TSA uses RAM timesheet data. RAM
tracks time worked by criminal investigators in categories such as casework,
administrative duties, leave hours, training hours, and liaison hours.
According to TSA Guidance Letter No. 0051, dated December 9, 2013, all office
personnel must post their work and leave hours to the timesheet module, RAM,
on a bi-weekly basis. In addition to RAM, criminal investigators also use
WebTA to record hours for payroll purposes. WebTA is a collection of
applications that permits time and attendance information to be entered,
verified, electronically certified, and collected for transmission to a centralized
payroll and personnel system.
Further, supervisors must review and approve timesheets bi-weekly to ensure
that work is representative of assigned cases and to monitor progress towards
the annual requirements of 50 percent of time spent on criminal investigative
work and an average of 2 or more hours of unscheduled duty per regular
workday. Timesheet review provides managers and supervisors the opportunity
to validate the investigative casework performed by staff in OOI’s Case
Management System10 against the time charged to those cases. If the timesheet
is accurate, the supervisor electronically approves it. For an improperly
submitted timesheet, the supervisor should reject it and work to resolve the
issue with the criminal investigator. Timesheets reviewed and approved beyond
due dates present difficulties when validating the work performed, which could
result in timesheet data that is not adequate or valid. Accuracy and timeliness
in the timesheet data submission and review process is critical to support
appropriate criminal investigator classification decisions. Figure 2 provides an
overview of the timesheet submission, review, and approval processes.

10

OOI maintains all OOI case information in the HR Access OOI Case Management System.

www.oig.dhs.gov
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Figure 2: TSA OOI Time Entry, Review, and Approval Process
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RAM Timesheets Not Timely Submitted and Approved
Criminal investigators did not always submit timesheets within required
timeframes. During FY 2017, 320 (approximately 20 percent) of the 1,589 RAM
timesheets we reviewed were not timely submitted. The timesheets belonged to
53 of the 64 (82 percent) investigators we reviewed. The top 10 longest delays
were between 86 and 219 days.
In addition to late timesheet submissions, during FY 2017 supervisors
approved timesheets well past acceptable bi-weekly timeframes. Of the 1,589
timesheets we reviewed, supervisors did not approve 245 timesheets for 39
investigators within established bi-weekly timeframes — in one instance, up to
244 days after the criminal investigator submitted the timesheet.
These issues occurred because senior leadership did not provide sufficient
guidance to ensure accurate and timely submission and approval of completed
timesheets. We found numerous instances when supervisors or their designees
did not identify and ensure correction of errors prior to approving timesheets
submitted by their criminal investigator staff. They also did not ensure that
criminal investigators submitted the timesheets before required deadlines. A
lack of requirements related to timely and accurate submission of timesheets in
criminal investigators’ performance plans contributed to this problem.
One factor that had the potential to affect timesheet data reliability adversely
was that OOI did not always restrict system access for unauthorized users. For
example, OOI did not properly restrict access to the Case Management System
for users who transferred offices, changed positions within the organization, or
retired. Further, we identified instances when two contractors had improper
access to the timekeeping system. These instances occurred because OOI
officials did not effectively review user access to either RAM or the Case
Management System. OOI officials acknowledged the error and removed the
www.oig.dhs.gov
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contractors’ access to the system. Although we did not identify substantial
problems due to inadequate review of system user access, OOI would benefit
from being more proactive in addressing this vulnerability to ensure the
confidentiality, integrity, and accuracy of the timekeeping systems.
Criminal Investigators Did Not Consistently Track Leave Hours Between
Timekeeping Systems
Criminal investigators did not consistently track leave hours within the
required payroll system and RAM. TSA uses RAM for the detailed time spent on
activities performed because WebTA does not track hours worked against
cases. For example, during FY 2017, 48 of 64 (75 percent) criminal
investigators inconsistently submitted hours in the two systems for the same
timeframes. We confirmed 44 of these 48 investigators were the same
individuals who did not submit timesheets in a timely manner. We identified
approximately 864 hours that criminal investigators claimed against cases in
RAM but recorded as leave in WebTA. In other instances, criminal investigators
recorded approximately 250 working hours in WebTA but failed to record these
hours in RAM.
These timesheet inconsistencies occurred because the investigators routinely
recorded different hours for the same pay period within RAM and WebTA, and
supervisors did not properly review timesheets prior to approval. According to a
TSA OOI official, supervisors should have paid closer attention to the details on
the time reports during the timesheet approval process. In response to the
timesheet inconsistencies we identified, OOI management issued a
memorandum to all supervisors relaying the importance of effective time report
monitoring in both RAM and WebTA.
Criminal Investigators Incorrectly Charged Hours Against Closed Cases
Criminal investigators incorrectly claimed investigative hours against closed
cases within RAM. To track investigative activities, criminal investigators select
case numbers within RAM to populate their hours worked against these cases.
According to a TSA OOI official, criminal investigators may charge hours to
closed cases when litigation or other additional work occurs after a case is
closed. However, we identified 9 of 294 closed cases in which 19 investigators
erroneously charged more than 3,600 hours.
These errors occurred because RAM did not indicate whether specific cases to
which criminal investigators charged hours were open or closed. During RAM
timesheet review, supervisors could not readily determine whether criminal
investigators had selected closed cases in RAM without manually comparing
www.oig.dhs.gov
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the case numbers to those in the separate Case Management System. A
program analyst had to manually upload a file of case numbers daily from the
Case Management System to RAM so investigators could charge their time
against those numbers in RAM. Figure 3 outlines the data update process from
the Case Management System to RAM.
Figure 3: Daily Data Update from the Case Management System to RAM
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Source: DHS OIG analysis of TSA information

RAM did not indicate whether cases were open or closed at the time we
analyzed the information in February 2018. Since that time, OOI management
updated RAM so that it now notifies criminal investigators and approving
officials when investigators attribute hours to closed cases. In addition, OOI
management continued to work with TSA’s Office of Information Technology to
implement an alternative solution to facilitate the comparison of hours worked
by criminal investigators to casework completed. If criminal investigators
cannot accurately account for their time spent on cases listed in RAM,
supervisors cannot accurately determine whether criminal investigators meet
the workload requirements to be classified as law enforcement officers.
Criminal Investigators May Not Have Been Eligible for LEAP Benefits
Although not directly related to our audit objective, we found that TSA did not
always ensure its criminal investigators were eligible to receive premium pay in
addition to their basic pay. Because TSA classified its criminal investigators as
law enforcement officers, it entitled these positions to premium pay, or LEAP,
in accordance with Federal regulations.11 According to TSA Management
Directive 1100.88-2, Law Enforcement Availability Pay Certification Handbook
(management directive), effective April 12, 2016, and Federal regulations, a

11

5 USC § 5545a.
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criminal investigator is only eligible for LEAP if the fiscal year average number
of unscheduled duty hours12 per regular workday13 is 2 hours or more.
TSA could not demonstrate that its criminal investigators met the criteria for
LEAP eligibility. For example, criminal investigators and their supervisors did
not always complete and approve LEAP certification forms in accordance with
TSA guidance. Additionally, in some instances, the RAM system calculations
inflated the annual average number of unscheduled duty hours for criminal
investigators. This occurred because TSA officials did not enforce the
management directive with respect to LEAP certification forms. Additionally,
TSA did not provide guidance requiring review of the LEAP calculations.
Criminal Investigators and Their Supervisors Did Not Always Complete and
Approve LEAP Certification Forms
Criminal investigators and their supervisors did not always complete and
approve required certification forms to verify premium pay eligibility in
accordance with TSA guidance. The certification process begins with the TSA
OOI BMO distributing an annual email notification to supervisors requesting
completion of TSA Form 1125, “Law Enforcement Availability Pay –
Certification,” and TSA Form 1125-1, “Annual Management Certification.” At
the beginning and end of each fiscal year, criminal investigators must sign TSA
Form 1125 stating they met the LEAP requirements by working a daily average
of 2 unscheduled duty hours during the previous 12-month period, and their
intention to fulfill the requirements again during the next 12-month period.
Newly hired criminal investigators must complete the TSA Form 1125 within 14
days of their start dates, indicating their intention to meet the LEAP
requirements for the remainder of the fiscal year.
Supervisors sign each TSA Form 1125 as well, and subsequently complete TSA
Form 1125-1 certifying that their respective staff completed TSA Form 1125,
met LEAP requirements for the previous fiscal year, and are aware of LEAP
requirements for the upcoming fiscal year. Supervisors send completed TSA
Forms 1125 and 1125-1 directly to the BMO. The BMO stores the forms

12 Unscheduled duty is the hours of duty a criminal investigator works, or is determined to be
“available” to work, that are not part of the investigator’s 40-hour basic workweek or regularly
scheduled overtime hours paid. See 5 USC § 5545a(a)(3).
13 A regular workday is a day in which an employee works at least 4 hours excluding the first 2
hours of scheduled overtime work, unscheduled duty hours, and hours during which the
criminal investigator is engaged in agency-approved training, performing official travel (that
does not comprise work), using approved leave or excused absence, and paid holidays. See 5
USC § 5545a (a)(4).

www.oig.dhs.gov
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electronically and, according to a TSA official, in hard copy. Figure 4 illustrates
the LEAP certification process.
Figure 4: Annual TSA OOI LEAP Certification Process
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OOI hired six criminal investigators during FY 2017 who did not certify LEAP
within the 14-day timeframe as required. In fact, they did not certify LEAP for
more than 90 days after entering on duty. Additionally, OOI could not produce
the Annual Management Certification form certifying investigators’ LEAP
eligibility for one office, and had numerous discrepancies in the dates
supervisors signed the forms in comparison with management directive
requirements. This occurred because TSA officials failed to enforce the
management directive.
Incorrect RAM Calculations Altered Recorded Averages of Unscheduled Duty
Hours
In some instances, incorrect RAM system calculations inflated criminal
investigators’ recorded averages of unscheduled duty hours. To determine
LEAP eligibility, supervisors periodically review RAM timesheet data to confirm
that the investigators worked an average of 2 hours of unscheduled duty per
day. However, in some cases RAM inaccurately calculated the annual average
number of unscheduled duty hours. For example, RAM incorrectly calculated
regular workdays when criminal investigators recorded leave or training hours.
Additionally, RAM calculated the annual average unscheduled duty hours by
calendar year instead of by fiscal year.
We identified annual average unscheduled duty hour discrepancies between
the OIG calculation and the RAM calculation for 54 criminal investigators.
More than half of these discrepancies (28 of the 54) resulted in TSA’s system
overstating annual average unscheduled duty hours by up to 0.7 hours.
Therefore, 6 of the 54 investigators may not have met the LEAP requirement.
www.oig.dhs.gov
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These discrepancies occurred because TSA lacked sufficient guidance to
require OOI management to review key formulas annually in RAM to ensure
the calculations were accurate. As a result, criminal investigators receiving
LEAP may not have been eligible.
Conclusion
TSA should strengthen controls and oversight to ensure compliance with law
enforcement officer requirements set forth in applicable laws and regulations.
Although the methods TSA used to classify criminal investigators were
adequate and valid, the timesheet data used were not adequate or valid. We
identified discrepancies in criminal investigators’ timesheet data that raised
questions regarding whether they had been correctly classified as law
enforcement officers. By failing to establish and enforce relevant guidance, TSA
also may be wasting agency funds on criminal investigators not eligible to
receive premium pay.

Recommendations
Recommendation 1: We recommend the Director, Investigations,
Transportation Security Administration, strengthen internal controls related to
timesheet accuracy by developing and implementing:




updates to criminal investigators’ performance plans to reflect timely and
accurate timesheet submission;
guidance and expectations for supervisory bi-weekly timesheet review;
and
a formal plan for reviewing user access, at least annually, to ensure
appropriate system access and permission levels.

Recommendation 2: We recommend the Director, Investigations,
Transportation Security Administration, work with its Office of Information
Technology to expedite ongoing efforts to acquire systems that will assist the
office with its timesheet submission and approval process, thereby improving
communication/data transfer between the timekeeping system and the Case
Management System.
Recommendation 3: We recommend the Director, Investigations,
Transportation Security Administration, develop, formalize, and implement
processes to ensure compliance with TSA Management Directive 1100.88-2,
Law Enforcement Availability Pay Certification Handbook, Section C,
“Certification” requiring that criminal investigators and their supervisors
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annually complete required forms certifying Law Enforcement Availability Pay
eligibility.
Recommendation 4: We recommend the Director, Investigations,
Transportation Security Administration develop and implement guidance to
ensure proper review of key calculations annually in the Resource Allocation
Module. Specifically, management should review:




the calculations to determine the annual average hours of unscheduled
duty per regular workday pursuant to applicable statutes, regulations,
and TSA Management Directive 1100.88-2, Law Enforcement Availability
Pay Certification Handbook; and
the percent of criminal investigative work hours performed.

Management Comments and OIG Analysis
TSA concurred with all four recommendations and is taking steps or has
implemented actions to address them. However, TSA indicated that our report
is silent on the regulatory context for LEAP, as well as the availability of TSA’s
criminal investigators who are reasonably accessible by the agency to perform
unscheduled duty during the 2 hours following the end of the regularly
scheduled workday, or at any time outside of normal duty hours. This is not
accurate as footnotes 11 and 12, respectively, provide this context. Appendix B
contains TSA management’s comments in their entirety. TSA also provided
technical comments to the draft report and we updated the report as
appropriate. We consider recommendations 1, 3, and 4 closed while
recommendation 2 is resolved and open. A summary of TSA’s responses and
our analysis follows.
TSA Comments to Recommendation 1: TSA concurred with the
recommendation. TSA explained that it can strengthen the internal controls
related to timesheet accuracy, and implemented corrective actions.
OIG Analysis of TSA Comments: TSA provided evidence that the agency
implemented corrective actions to satisfy the intent of this recommendation.
We consider the recommendation closed.
TSA Comments to Recommendation 2: TSA concurred with the
recommendation. The agency is working to modify a system it currently uses,
and incorporate best practices of other case management systems already in
use in the government. TSA will continue to work closely with its Enterprise
Support and Information Technology offices in the development and
implementation of a case management system, with an estimated completion
date of March 31, 2020.
www.oig.dhs.gov
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OIG Analysis of TSA Comments: TSA has taken steps to satisfy the intent of
this recommendation. We consider this recommendation resolved, but it will
remain open until TSA provides documentation to support that all planned
corrective actions are completed.
TSA Comments to Recommendation 3: TSA concurred with the
recommendation. TSA’s Investigations Director has formalized and
implemented checklists to serve as management’s internal controls of annual
LEAP.
OIG Analysis of TSA Comments: TSA provided evidence the agency
implemented corrective actions to satisfy the intent of this recommendation.
We consider the recommendation closed.
TSA Comments to Recommendation 4: TSA concurred with the
recommendation and has been making investigative process improvements
including: (1) a new FY 2019 performance measure to ensure supervisors are
held responsible for accurately reporting investigator time and effort, and (2) a
requirement that the Investigations Director annually review the percent of
workhours devoted to criminal investigative activities.
OIG Analysis of TSA Comments: TSA provided evidence the agency
implemented corrective actions to satisfy the intent of this recommendation.
We consider the recommendation closed.
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Appendix A
Objective, Scope, and Methodology
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Office of Inspector General (OIG) was
established by the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (Public Law 107−296) by
amendment to the Inspector General Act of 1978.

As required by the TSA Office of Inspection Accountability Act of 2015 (Public
Law 114–53, § 4), we determined whether the methods and data TSA uses to
classify its OOI criminal investigators as law enforcement officers are adequate
and valid. The scope of our audit focused on FY 2017 data. To answer our
objective, we:






obtained and reviewed pertinent Federal laws and regulations, as well as
TSA policies, procedures, and guidance relevant to OOI position
classifications;
obtained an understanding of the systems and data used by OOI to
classify criminal investigators;
reviewed and analyzed relevant OPM and DHS OIG reports;
reviewed and analyzed vendor contracts supporting the OOI timekeeping
system and the Case Management System;
interviewed key personnel from:
OOI executive leadership, BMO, and Investigations Division;
OOI Investigation Division Washington Field Office;
TSA Office of Human Capital;
All OOI Investigation Division field offices: Atlanta, GA; Dallas, TX;
Detroit, MI; Philadelphia, PA; and San Francisco, CA;
o OOI Technical Services Branch;
o DHS Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer; and
o OPM Organization, Design, and Classification Branch.
o
o
o
o

To assess whether the data and methods TSA uses to classify its OOI criminal
investigators as law enforcement officials are adequate and valid, we performed
data reliability testing for a statistical sample of 64 of the 75 investigators to
determine:




accuracy of data transfer between timekeeping and case management
systems;
user access to the timekeeping system and the Case Management
System;
accuracy of investigative case file data in the Case Management System
as well as hours charged to each case;
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whether leave hours entered in the DHS payroll time system, WebTA,
were accurately reflected in the OOI time system;
reasonableness of hours charged to criminal investigation cases after the
cases were closed;
timeliness of timesheet approvals;
accuracy of the OOI timekeeping system’s calculation of criminal
investigators’ annual average number of unscheduled duty hours per
regular workday, which is used by management to certify compliance
with LEAP regulations; and
compliance with the TSA Management Directive 1100.88-2, Law
Enforcement Availability Pay Certification Handbook.

To assess internal controls in place for TSA OOI’s timesheet submission,
review, and approval processes, we conducted interviews with criminal
investigators, TSA OOI senior leadership, and supervisors. We also reviewed
applicable component requirements and guidance regarding OOI’s timesheet
submission, review, and approval processes.
Further, we performed data reliability testing for data received from RAM, the
Case Management System, and WebTA, to identify whether criminal
investigators submitted timesheets and supervisors approved timesheets as
required. To test completeness of data sets between RAM and the Case
Management System, we verified the same case numbers existed in both
systems. To test completeness of the timesheet data sampled, we verified each
investigator in our sample had a timesheet for each pay period requested. For
accuracy of the data, the audit team completed tests such as comparing leave
hours between systems, reasonableness of hours charged per case, hours
charged after case closure, and review of user access to RAM and the Case
Management System.
Additionally, we judgmentally reviewed 30 out of 786 investigative case files to
determine whether criminal investigators charged reasonable hours to each
case based on file documentation and complexity. These 786 investigative case
files comprise the case numbers with time charged to them by OOI criminal
investigators during FY 2017. Although we had preliminary concerns requiring
TSA clarification, we did not find reportable concerns in this area.
We conducted this performance audit between August 2017 and November
2018 pursuant to the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, and
according to generally accepted government auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient,
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based upon our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence
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obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based
upon our audit objective.
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Appendix B
TSA Comments to the Draft Report
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Appendix C
OOI Hotline Case Initiation Process

Complaints or
referrals
received by the
OOI Hotline.

Hotline Analyst
reviews
complaint,
prepares
synopsis, and
forwards to the
Hotline
Supervisor and
designated
Criminal
Investigator for
review.

Hotline
number
created.

DHS-OIG
Accepts
Case?

Criminal
activity or
serious/
egregious
misconduct.

Required to
be referred
to OIG?

Yes

No

DHS OIG
completes case
and sends
Report of
Investigation to
OOI.

OOI Hotline
complaint is
closed.

Yes No

Analyst refers
allegation to the
appropriate TSA
Official for
resolution.

No

OOI
Accepts
Case?

Yes

Field Office
Analyst or SAIC
enters case
information in
the Case
Management
Module.

Case
Management
Module case
number
created.

Source: DHS OIG analysis of TSA information
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Acting Secretary
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Executive Secretary
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Additional Information and Copies
To view this and any of our other reports, please visit our website at:
www.oig.dhs.gov.
For further information or questions, please contact Office of Inspector General
Public Affairs at: DHS-OIG.OfficePublicAffairs@oig.dhs.gov.
Follow us on Twitter at: @dhsoig.

OIG Hotline
To report fraud, waste, or abuse, visit our website at www.oig.dhs.gov and click
on the red "Hotline" tab. If you cannot access our website, call our hotline at
(800) 323-8603, fax our hotline at (202) 254-4297, or write to us at:
Department of Homeland Security
Office of Inspector General, Mail Stop 0305
Attention: Hotline
245 Murray Drive, SW
Washington, DC 20528-0305

